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Abstract— In developing countries like India, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh etc. farmers depend upon the rivers and rainfall 

to water their crops properly. Farmers are used water pumps 

for the irrigation purpose and the farmers have to operate 

those manually. India population is reached beyond more 

than 1.2 billion and the population rate of India is increased 

day by day. India has highest growth rate of population. In 

future there will be serious problems of food.  So the 

development of agriculture is much necessary. The main 

objective of this paper is to provide an automatic irrigation 

system and the crop productivity increases and crop 

protection from animals. Therefore farmers can save their 

time, money & manpower. In this project the system installed 

on the field whenever there is change in pH in the soil or 

change in moisture they send the information to the 

microcontroller. GSM module is connected to the 

microcontroller. This system has much advantage than the 

past agriculture system.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, the current irrigation systems are manually 

operated. Now we have invented a new technique or we can 

say that we modifying the past irrigation system. Past 

irrigation system are only depend upon the moisture content 

of the soil and if the moisture are less in the soil they send the 

information to the microcontroller or any other arduino 

devices. In automatic smart irrigation system the system is 

depend upon the pH value of the soil. Soil has the acidity or 

basicity nature. Soil is the main resource for the raw food. We 

know that the life is dependent upon the raw material. If the 

raw material is not produce with respect to the population 

then life has serious problems for food. If we want to grow 

any raw material productivity of raw material depend upon 

how much soil has rich pH. If the pH of soil is suitable for 

specific plant then they have high productivity. If the acidity 

or basicity nature of the soil get identified then the sensor 

send the analog value to the microcontroller and message are 

send to the farmer’s cell phone using GSM module. In this 

way if the moisture is getting less in the soil they also send 

message simultaneously to the microcontroller.  This system 

also has advantage for crop protection from animals by using 

the IR sensor. They detect any motion in the field. 

II. WHY THIS PROJECT 

Population rate of India becomes highest and India has world 

2nd largest population country in the world. But the 

agriculture lands are very less as compared to the population.  

Thus in future there is food will be serious problems for the 

country. The main objective of this paper is to provide an 

automatic smart irrigation system and increase the crop 

productivity and also beneficial for the time saving, money, 

manpower. The past irrigation system was mainly focusing 

about moisture of the soil but they did not work for the pH of 

the soil. Therefore this project helps in the increasing the 

crops productivity by time saving, & reducing manpower. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In GPRS, image processing, microcontroller etc. based 

Automatic irrigation system all these types of system they 

will irrigate the field only when the moisture are less in the 

soil informed to the microcontroller. Then arduino send the 

signal to the pump, but this project we see that the signal send 

when the pH of the soil get change. Because growth of the 

plant depend upon the pH of the soil. Rich pH means they 

have more nutrients therefore growth of the plant is directly 

proportional to the nutrients of the soil.  Crops are ruined by 

an Animals. Thus this paper has the solution for this because 

the IR Sensor detect the animals and send signal to the 

farmers. 

IV. INVENTION 

We know that the soil is the most valuable natural resource 

for life. So our fundamental right is that we utilize it for 

sustainable development. The degree of acidity/basicity of 

soil show that what type of crop we would be grow for the 

large quantity of crop. This system is best for high 

productivity of crop. Because the raw material are grow better 

when the soil has good pH. Good pH showed that soil has 

more nutrients and they support plant for growth and 

increasing the productivity of food. This system have new 

innovation rather than past irrigation system. This system also 

benefit for crop safety because the IR sensor detect any 

motion in the field. 

V. RESULT 
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VI. TABLE 

pH Value of crop 

Rice 6.0-7.0 Peanut 5.0-6.0 

Wheat 6.0-7.0 Cucumber 6.0-8.0 

Potato 4.8-5.4 Tea 5.0-5.5 

Tomato 6.0-7.0 Watermelon 6.0-7.0 

Orange 5.0-7.0 Pumpkin 6.0-8.0 

Corn 6.0-7.0 Litchi 6.0-7.0 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that the earlier system is based upon the 

moisture sensor and they reduce the water wastage but this 

project is help in increasing the crop productivity and also 

uses for water saving, money & manpower. The IR sensor in 

this project helps in the crop protection from animals. 

Therefore we can say that this system has advance version of 

previous same type of irrigation system. 
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